Ethnocentrism and Racism

And their development of cultural clashes
Racism

• The belief that all members of each race possess characteristics or abilities specific to that race, especially so as to distinguish it as inferior or superior to another race or races.
Un-Official Racism

• Individual perceptions of race and stereotypes based off preconceived notions of race
  – Ex. Disliking someone due to the color of their skin
Official Racism

- Passing laws that put a racial group at a political, economic, or social disadvantage, and sanction persecution based off racial characteristics
  - Ex. “Jim Crow” laws in the United States or Apartheid in South Africa
Ethnocentrism

• Judging another culture based off the values and beliefs of one’s own culture. Often associated with extreme beliefs of racial/ethnic superiority.
Ethnocentrism Explained

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO AMERICANS

AMERICA!!1 WE’RE#1!!!!!

They make our stuff

cold!

kangaroos

Effiel Tower

they make our stuff

more evil-doers

tvs and cameras

Evil-doers!!

bombs go here

cruise ships go here

uninhabited

santa!!

More America!!

More America!!

Coffee comes from here I think

Zoo animals come from here
Examples of Ethnocentrism

- Eugenics – Attempting to improve the genetic makeup of the human race through selective breeding
- Imperialism/Colonization – The forced replacement of indigenous cultural traits in favor of “superior” European ideals.
Extreme Ethnocentrism

- Extreme beliefs of superiority sometimes lead to desire to remove “impurities” resulting in Ethnic cleansing